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Cheryl Kent looks to the great outdoors for inspiration.  The artist – whose career as such is 
only four-years old – insists on championing nature’s quiet, miniscule, and overlooked 
moments, such as tree bark.  Even her drawings are petite, with the largest in her LOCAL 
project just 8x8.”  Combining a drawing method of removal with a steady devotion to her 
subject matter, Kent investigates the tactility of charcoal, the metaphor of moving from dark 
to light, the purpose of the nature study, and the challenges of simply enjoying beauty.  
Ranging from deceptively simple drawing studies (Hawaiian Inspiration) to understated riffs 
on Suprematism (Large Encapsulated Emotion), Kent’s drawings offer elegant, honest, 
uncomplicated, and, we might say, unaffected moment of aesthetic enjoyment. 

 

 

Artist’s Statement:  
I start with a fine-tooth paper that allows the charcoal to really saturate the surface. I put 
charcoal down first until the paper is black. Charcoal is my favorite medium because it does 
not create a sheen. I think this would take away from the detail in my drawings. I use many 
different types of erasers to create texture and to remove the charcoal, which eventually 
reveals an image. In fact, I see creating an image by removing as much easier than by putting 
the charcoal down. As the process comes further along, more of an image is revealed by the 
white paper underneath. After I have removed enough charcoal to create the forms I desire, I 
start adding pen and ink. I use a very flat, black calligraphy ink and sometimes micron pens. 
I also use white and silver gel inks for a luminescent effect. It is at this point that I use a 
magnifying glass to really layer the detail in the piece.  The techniques that are used not only 
create my artwork, they represent finding a light in the darkness. 
 
Recently, I decided to contain individual art works in floating cubes on the paper. I felt as if 
each little drawing needed to be protected, and I wanted them to appear as if they were 
floating in space on the white paper, like a contained beauty. All of the cubes are in a 
numerical Fibonacci sequence that is represented in all over in nature. I find this number 
sequence to be very mysterious and the fact that the cubes are floating is representative of 
their mystery. 

 


